MAXIMUM

sales ENGAGEMENT

CHECKLIST
Read over this checklist to make sure that your Instagram sales
announcement checks all the boxes for the most possible
engagement, clicks and orders!

Know your audience and reference your niche - Your niche puts you into
the mindset of your target customer. When you make a sales-related post,
speak to them in the language and terms they’d use when talking about
your particular product or niche. 

Not only does this help build your credibility as a relatable expert in their
minds, but it also shows that you understand their struggles, interests and
behavior as they relate to your niche.




Make sure your profile is primed to sell - Switching your account to an
Instagram business profile is a free and fast way to unlock a variety of
sales tools through Instagram including

Analytics insights like reach and engagement levels
Sponsored posts and branded content
Links to your Instagram stories
Scheduled posts
Quick replies
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Create shoppable Posts - Shoppable pages are the same as regular feed
posts, except they include product tags. These product tags can include a
variety of information like product name, price and more so that users can
go directly to your site to buy. 

















Create shoppable Stories - This process works just like any Instagram
story but using Stickers, you can choose the Shopping sticker to tag your
product. From there, people can click and go directly to the page to make
a purchase.















Keep in mind however that not every post or Story needs to sell! Don’t
neglect regular types of posts too!
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Leverage “Hooks” and “Calls to Action”- The “hook” is the angle you take
to attract people to your post. For example “8 New Spring Fashions that
Deserve a Place in Your Closet This Year” or “Are These So-Called ‘Healthy’
Snacks Sabotaging Your Diet Goals?”



The “call to action” as the name implies, is a button or link that tells the
prospective customer to take the next step such as “Limited Quantities Order Now” or “Reserve Your Spot Before the Doors Close”





Respond to all questions and comments - Any questions, comments or
DMs you get deserve your full attention and a prompt, courteous response.

















Make sure your profile is up-to-date - Have you 

made sure your profile is up-to-date and 

compelling? If you want to have the InstaClubHub 

experts take a look, we offer a bio review option 

for our members where the pros go through your 

profile with a fine-toothed comb to ensure that 

it’s ready to help you grow your business right 

from the start!
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Take advantage of a content calendar - Although not specifically
something that’s part of this checklist, it’s a good idea to plan your content
ahead of time by using a content calendar. We even give you one for free
when you join InstaClubHub! This is an excellent way to organize how and
what you’ll post and when, saving you time while growing your reach to
new audiences

Join InstaClubHub and get INSTANT ACCESS to everything
you need to grow your business on Instagram!
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